
As the book on 2021 closed, we knew that changes in coastal 

and marine policies and processes were ahead.  Understanding these 

changes and contributing at the right time is key to making sure ports’

interests are understood and where possible protected. 

UKMPG was proud to sponsor the Coastal Futures conference, which this year

was focused on ocean recovery and innovation. The Coastal Futures

programme is a long established and respected addition to a marine

professional’s calendar, and with that attracts some great contributors and

speakers. This year was no different with keynotes from a range of speakers

including Rebecca Pow, the Under Secretary of State DEFRA and Emma

Howard-Boyd Chair of the EA. Sessions ranged from blue carbon to offshore

wind growth, to restoring coastal and estuarine habitats.

This year, UKMPG contributed to a section on innovation where I presented a

vision of ports as hubs of sustainability as well as trade - focusing on

innovation, investment, and action.The presentation focused on highlighting

the recently awarded Clean Maritime Demonstration projects with member

ports’ involvement and signposting the individual blogs on our website. 

The session was chaired by James Bussell from Natural England and had

contributors from Natural England, RYA and Mhairi McMcann the Founder

and CEO of Youth Stem 2030. This resulted in some great examples of

innovation in different fields, as well as a fascinating discussion on what the

barriers to innovation were and how we could speed things up. The concepts 
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of failing fast, sharing risk, and the need for sandboxes to bring forward truly new

and innovative ideas all came up in the discussions. 

In concluding the session, James reflected that it was a complex area with a lot going

on and it was clear that there were lots of opportunities to be pursued if people put

aside time to really look to problem solve through innovation and collaboration.

Tim Morris also chaired a session with the keynote speaker Tom McCormack, CEO of

the Marine Management Organisation. With a few technical hitches that only a live

online event can bring, there was a clear debate about how the devolved nations

needed to work together for the benefit of the environment. After all, marine

environments and ecosystems don’t respect lines on maps!

So, what did we learn from the conference? It certainly helped to confirm there is a

lot going on in the marine and coastal areas, with more to come in terms of changing

governance and controls. These environments are already well used, but as we look

forward, and at the government targets for these areas, it is clear there is a need to

manage and potentially prioritise some areas over others.The challenge ahead is to

balance the needs of social, economic, and environmental pressures, particularly as

we look at the decarbonisation plans and the further development of renewables in

the marine environment. 

It is clear that being able to take a strategic view and to understand the value of the

environment and its ecosystems services will be key to the next chapter. The concept

of natural capital, and how it is applied, will be important for us to understand and

appreciate as we look at how we value our landholdings and our interactions with

the environment through projects, particularly developments. 

The other takeaway was one of hope. There are clear challenges ahead for us all, but

also great things already happening in this space. The innovation session touched on

some examples of new approaches and with a collaborative approach it is clear that

we can bring about great change. The much-quoted African proverb is particularly

apt to where we seem to be today, ‘If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go

far, go together’.


